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InformationAggregation Through Costly PoliticalAction
By SUSANNE LOHMANN*

Informationabout variouspolicy alternativesis dispersedamongthe individualr
membersof a society.Prior to a vote over the alternatives,some people take
costlypoliticalaction to signaltheirprivateinformationto voters.By informing
voting decisions,political action has potential to decreasethe likelihoodthat
voterscast "mistaken"votes.Perhapssurprisingly,
pre-electioncommunication
may be counterproductive.
The dispersedinformationis partiallyaggregatedby
the vote, and political action may contribute"noise"to the votingprocess.In
some cases, the votingmechanismis morelikelyto implementthefull-information votingoutcomein the absenceof pre-electionpoliticalaction. (JEL D72,
D82, H41)

Informationpertinent to individualdecisions "never exists in concentratedor integratedform, but solely as the dispersedbits
of incomplete and frequentlycontradictory
knowledgewhich all the separate individuals possess" (F. A. Hayek, 1945 p. 519).
Every society faces the economic problem
of utilizinginformationthat is not knownto
anyonein its totality.Dispersedinformation
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can be aggregatedin a numberof ways. For
example, prices formed in market trading
have the potential to transmit private information held by market participants.
Perhapsless obviously,the price system coexists with political mechanisms, some of
which also aggregateinformation.
In democratic societies, voters regularly
choose between competing political programsby majorityrule. Their private information about the consequences of various
policies affectstheirvotes. The majority-rule
voting mechanism thus allows for some
aggregation of information (Marie Jean
Antoine Nicolas CaritatCondorcet,1785).
Priorto a vote, people often take political
action. By signing petitions, taking part in
demonstrations,or participatingin violent
riots, they may signal their dissatisfaction
with the statusquo. To the extent that these
protest activitiesare informativeabout policy consequences, they may affect other
individuals'voting decisions.Thus, information may also be aggregatedthroughpolitical action.
In manycases, the analysisof the properties of the price mechanismhas been based
on the simplifying assumption that the
transactioncosts of informationaggregation
are zero. In contrast, the private costs of
taking political action are central to the
analysis of mass participation. Mancur
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Olson (1965) argues that political participation is plagued by a free-rider problem.
According to Olson, the probability that
one individual'saction will be decisive for
political outcomes is negligible in a large
society. He concludes that rational, selfinterestedindividualsdo not have incentives
to engage in costly political action. Based
on Olson's analysis, ongoing and extensive
mass participationis thought of as an impractical means by which individuals can
expresstheir policy preferences.
This paper analyzes political action as a
signalingphenomenon. I establish that rational, self-interested individuals may engage in costly political action despite the
presence of a free-riderproblem.Their actions are informativefor voters who rationally take a cue from the size of the protest
movement against the status quo. The
political-actionmechanismaggregatessome
of the individuals'privateinformationprior
to the vote at a cost privatelyincurredby
activists.This mechanismcoexists with the
voting mechanismthat costlesslyaggregates
some of the dispersed informationvia the
vote.
By informing voting decisions, political
action has the potentialto increasethe likelihood that the full-informationvoting outcome is achieved. Perhaps surprisingly,
however, pre-election communicationmay
be counterproductive.Given that some information is aggregated by the vote, the
marginalqontributionof the political-action
mechanismmay consist in adding noise. In
some cases, the full-informationvoting outcome is ex ante more likely to be imple-

mented by the voting mechanism in the
absence of pre-electionpolitical action.
The remainderof the paper is organized
as follows. Section I discusseswhy the freerider problem identified by Olson (1965) is
partially overcome in a setting that links
signaling and participationgames. Section
II develops a signaling model of political
action. Section III characterizesa politicalaction and voting equilibrium.Section IV
examinesthe link between pre-electionpolitical action and the likelihood that the
full-informationvoting outcome is implemented. Section V contains the conclusion.
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I. Signaling and Participation

The analysis is based on the following
setting. In a majority-rulereferendumvoters choose between two distinctpolicies:the
status quo and a policy alternative.'Voters
have preferences over policy outcomes,
which depend on the policy chosen in the
referendumand on the state of the world.
Consequently,the individuals'policypreferences are a function of the state of the
world.
Voters have traditionallybeen thoughtof
as rationally ignorant (Anthony Downs,
1957).While this assumptionis plausiblefor
expert knowledgethat is costly to obtain, it
is less appealingfor types of knowledgethat
are costless by-productsof practicalexperience. In their daily lives, people obtain information about the consequences of various policies for their wealth or well-being.
One individual'sexperienceleads to a fairly
imprecise estimate of the benefits to be
derived from various policies in the future,
whereas the collective experiencesof all individuals reflect these benefits quite accurately.
If no informationis publiclyrevealedprior
to the vote, people's voting decisions are a
function of their private informationonly.
The voting mechanismthen allowsfor some
aggregationof information.In many states
of the world, a majorityof the imperfectly
informedvoters choose the alternativethat
would also be implemented if the voters
were fullyinformed.However,in some states
of the world, a majorityof voters may vote
in favor of one policy although they would
be better off under the alternativepolicy.
If the informationdispersedin the population were partiallyor fully revealed prior
to the vote, people might be less likely to
cast mistakenvotes. In this situation, some

'The analysisalso appliesto a majority-rule
election
over two candidateswho have fixed and distinctpolicy
positions. Moreover,this article analyzesthe case in
which political action is directed at voters and influences votingdecisions;Lohmann(1993a)examinesthe
relatedcase in whichpoliticalactioninformsthe policy
decisionmade by a policymaker.
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individuals may have incentives to signal
their private informationto the electorate
and influencethe voting outcome. They can
transmittheir informationby being counted
as part of a protest movement against the
status quo.
The electorate understandsthe individuals' incentives to engage in political action
as a function of their private information.
Using a simple statistic, the publicly observed number of political actions, voters
update their beliefs on the state of the
world and consequentlyon the relativebenefits to be derived from the status quo and
the policy alternative.Since their updated
beliefs affecttheir votes, the probabilitythat
the status quo is overturnedis a functionof
the observed number of political actions.
This functionalrelationship,in turn, determines the individuals'incentivesto take political action.
Olson's (1965) analysis suggests that the
nonnegligibleprivate costs of political participation create disincentivesfor rational,
self-interested individualsto participate if
they are part of a large society. However,in
a seminal paper on the game-theoretic
foundationsof voting, John Ledyard(1984)
shows that zero voting turnoutcannot be an
equilibriumfor some set of strictlypositive
costs of votingif the alternativesare distinct
and the population is of finite size. Expected voter turnout is strictlypositive for
some nonemptyset of strictlypositivevoting
costs. Subsequentwork by Thomas Palfrey
and HowardRosenthal (1985) suggeststhat
expected voter turnout is close to zero if
the electorate is large and imperfectlyinformed. Faced by the empirical fact that
electoralturnoutis typicallyhuge, they conclude that "we have come full circle and are
once again beset by the 'paradox of not
voting"' (p. 64).
This paper examinesthe case in which a
costless vote is preceded by costly political
action.' As suggestedby Ledyard'sanalysis,

2For strictly positive but not prohibitivecosts of
voting,individualsmay neverthelesshave incentivesto
take costlypoliticalactionpriorto an election in order
to affect both electoral turnoutand the votes of individualswho turn out.

the probabilitythat one individual'spolitical
action will be decisive for the outcome is
strictlypositivein a finite-sizedsociety,even
if the society is very large. Thus, expected
political-action turnout is strictly positive
for some strictly positive costs of taking
political action.
Moreover,this paper synthesizesparticipation and signalinggamesby castingpolitical action as a signalingphenomenon.Political actioninformsvoters'decisionsand thus
affects policy outcomes. In this setting, a
small numberof political actions may have
a decisive effect for two reasons.First, people's policy preferencesare correlated.One
individual'sexperience, if made public, affects other individuals'policy preferences.
As a consequence, the informationthat is
revealedthroughthe politicalactionsof very
few people has the potential to affect a
large number of voting decisions. Second,
when extractinginformationfrom the observed number of political actions, voters
take into accountthe individuals'incentives
to engage in political action. If these incentives are known to be weak, the voters'
decision rules endogeneously allow for a
small numberof politicalactionsto be decisive. In contrastto voting studies, an analysis of political action does not have to explain huge turnout. On the contrary, the
puzzlethat requiresexplanationis that small
numbers can often make a "big splash"
(Norman Nie and Sidney Verba, 1975 p.
27).
II. The Model

The society consists of n people, indexed
by i = 1,...,n.

The size of the population,

n, is odd and large but finite. An individual
i has the loss function
(1)

Li = (x-xi)2+

dic

where x is the policyoutcome;xi is individual i's ideal point for policy outcomes;c is
the cost incurredby individuali when taking political action, c> 0; di is an index
variablewhich takes on value 1 if individual
i takes political action, and value 0 other-
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wise. For simplicity, the ideal points are
assumed to be uniformly distributed
between - X and X, X > 0. The parameter
x measuresthe heterogeneityof the population. The distributionof ideal points is common knowledge,but each individualis privately informedabout her own ideal point.
The policy outcome x is determined by
the policyp and the state of the world s:
(2)

x= p-s.

The state of the world s is drawn from a
commonlyknown uniformdistributionf(s)
which has strictly positive support on the
unit interval.The policy p is chosen from
the set {Q,A}, where both the status quo Q
and the policy altemative A are exogeneouslyfixed and distinctpoints on the unit
interval, 0 < Q < A < 1. The median individual, whose ideal point is equal to 0, is
indifferentbetween the status quo and the
policy alternativefor the state of the world
s = (Q + A)/2. A majorityis better off under the status quo for states of the world
that satisfy s E [0,(Q + A)/2), and under
the policy alternative for others, s E
((Q + A)/2, 1].
People ultimatelycare about policy outcomes. Since the policy and the state of the
worldjointly determinethe policy outcome,
the individuals' preferences over policies
depend on the state of the world. New
informationthat is revealed about the state
of the world s has the potentialto allow for
the implementationof a policy p that offsets the effect of s. However, the policy
preferredby an individualalso depends on
her preferences over policy outcomes, as
summarized by her ideal point xi. Some

individualswith extreme preferences may
not have incentivesto reveal their information truthfully.Finally, the specificationof
the cost term in the utility function implies
that informationrevelationthroughpolitical
action comes at a cost privatelyincurredby
activists.
The time sequence of events is graphed
in Figure 1. Nature draws the state of the
world s. Then each individualprivatelyobserves an independent realization of a binarysignal cr.The probabilitythat any individualobservesthe realizationo- = 1 is equal
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to s, while the probabilityof the realization
cr= 0 is given by 1- s. Thus, the realization
of cr is informativeabout the state of the
world. Given that the individualexperiences
are made privately,each individualis very
imperfectlyinformedabout the state of the
world s. In the aggregate,the populationis
better informed since it observes n independent drawsof the signal a. However,at
this time, no single individualis informed
about the aggregatenumber of individuals
of type o-= 1 or o-= 0.
At the political-actionstage of the game,
the individualsare differentiatedwith respect to their ideal points xi and their realizations of the signal o-. Formally,the individuals' political-actionstrategies are given
by Ir(i, a). An individual who takes political
action (7r = 1) privately incurs the cost c; an

individualwho abstainsOr= 0) does not.3
In this paper, I focus on the case in which
it is commonlyunderstoodthat an individual who takes politicalactionwishes to indicate that she is of type a- = 1 (or, equivalently, that she is against the status quo).
That is, individualscan choose whether to
send the costly message "I am type o-= 1"
or to abstain from sending this message.
The analysisof the case in which the message implicit in a political action is "I am
type a = 0" (or, equivalently,"I am in favor
of the status quo") is symmetric. In
Lohmann(1993b), I modify the framework
developedhere to examinethe case in which
individualsmaybecome activeon both sides
of the issue; that is, they can send one or
both of the messages"I am type o-= 1" and
"I am type of = 0," or abstain.
After m political actions are publiclyobserved, a referendumtakes place. Formally,
the individuals'voting strategies are given
by v-(i,o,m). Each individual either votes

3In the equilibriumcharacterizedin Section III,
mixedstrategiesof takingpoliticalactionor abstaining
are dominateddue to the heterogeneityof the population. Individualscharacterizedby a given information
set at the political-actionstage have a strictpreference
for takingpoliticalactionagainstthe statusquo if their
ideal points lie strictlyabove a cutoff point and for
abstainingif their ideal points lie strictlybelow that
point. Only the (knife-edge) individualwhose ideal
point is exactlyequal to the cutoffpoint is indifferent.
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Naturedrawsthe
stateof theworlds.

Eachindividual
privately
observesa realizationof
the signala.

Eachindividualforms
an updateon the
stateof theworlds.

Eachindividualchooses
whetherto take
politicalaction(r=1)
or abstain(xr=O).

Eachindividualobserves
m politicalactions.

Eachindividualforms
an updateon the
stateof the worlds.

Eachindividualchooses
whetherto votefor the
statusquo (v=O)or forthe
policyalternative
(v=l).

Thepolicyaltemative
is implemented
if it gets
at least(n+1)12votes;
otherwisethe statusquo
is maintained.
FIGURE

1.

The stateof theworlds
is revealed.Theindividuals'
payoffsarerealized.

TIME SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

for the status quo (v = 0), or she casts her
vote in favor of the policy alternative(v =
1).4 The status quo is overturned if the
number of votes for the policy alternative,
N, is greater than or equal to the simple
majority(n + 1)/2. After the vote, the individual losses are realized as a function of
the state of the world and the policychosen
in the referendum.
The structure of the game is common
knowledge. The equilibrium concept employed is a refinementof sequentialequilibrium.The concept of sequentialequilibrium
(David Kreps and Robert Wilson, 1982)
restrictsthe individualsto use Bayes' Rule

4In the equilibriumcharacterizedin Section III,
mixed voting strategiesare weakly dominateddue to
the costlessnessof the vote and the heterogeneityof
the electorate. Individualscharacterizedby a given
informationset at the votingstage haveweaklyundominated strategiesof voting for the policy alternativeif
their ideal points lie strictlyabove a cutoff point and
for the statusquo if their ideal points lie strictlybelow
that point.

to update on the state of the world when
they are privatelyinformedabout their realization of the signal o- or publiclyinformed
about the aggregatenumberof political actions, m. These updates take into account
the individuals'political-actionand voting
strategies, their beliefs at the politicalaction and voting stages, and the common
priorson nature'sactions.
By definition,individualsdo not have incentives to deviate from their equilibrium
strategies. In some cases, the number of
political actions that may be observed if
some individual deviates is realized with
probabilityzero in equilibrium.The individual incentives to deviate will depend on
their expectations about the voters' responses to an out-of-equilibriumnumberof
political actions. The assumption of
Bayesian rationalitydoes not place restrictions on voters' out-of-equilibriuminferences. To close the model, I refine the equilibrium concept by imposing the following
restriction. Voters believe that the minimumnumberof individualscompatiblewith
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the observed number of political actions
have deviatedfrom their equilibriumstrategies.'
Moreover, I restrict individuals to use
weaklyundominatedvoting strategies.That
is, an individualwho is indifferentbetween
voting for the status quo or the alternative
casts her vote for the policy she prefers
given her current informationset. This restrictioneliminatesimplausiblevoting equilibria of the following kind. Suppose all
voters believe that one policy will win by
more than one vote so that no individual
can affect the voting outcome by changing
her vote. Then each individualis indifferent
between voting for or against any policy. In
this case, some individuals might vote in
favor of a less preferredpolicy. As a consequence, one policy may be chosen even
thoughthe alternativepolicy is preferredby
a majority.
Due to the sequentialnatureof the game,
individualsare unable to committo particular voting strategies at the political-action
stage and cannot change their politicalaction strategies once they have reached
the votingstage. Thus, each individual'sbest

gies and beliefs are consistentwith one another and fulfill the followingconditions:
(i) Individual i's political-action strategy
7r(i,o-) minimizesher expected loss at
the political-actionstage:
(3)

7w(i,o-); and 7r(i, o-) can be taken as given in
the derivation of v(i, o-,m). An equilibrium

of the game is defined as follows.
Definition:An equilibriumof the game is
given by the individuals' political-action
strategies,{7r(i,o-)}; their beliefs at the political-action stage, {13(slJo)};their voting
strategies {v(i, o-,m)}; and their beliefs at
the voting stage, {13(sIi,o-,m)}. Their strate-

E(Lijo)
=|Pr[N

<(n +1)/2](Q

-s - xi)

+Pr[N 2 (n + 1)/2]

x (A

-

s - Xi)2}f3(

sI)

ds

+Pr(dj = 1)c

where E( ) is an expectationsoperator.
(ii) Individuali uses Bayes' rule to update
informationthat 1(slo-) is the posterior
density of the state of the world
s conditional on the private informa-

response at the voting stage, v(i, o-,m), can

be taken as given in the derivationof her
best response at the political-actionstage,
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tion or.

(iii) Individuali's votingrule v(i, o-, m) minimizes her expected loss at the policy
decision stage:
(4)

E(Ljji,o(,,m)

-

{Pr[N<(n+1)2](Q-s-

xi)2

+Pr[N 2 (n + 1)/2]

x (A

-

S - xi)2}I3(sli,

o-, m) ds.

5One motivationfor this refinementis that individu-

als mightmake mistakes(ReinhardSelten, 1975);that
is, some individualsmight mistakenlynot follow their
equilibriumprescriptionto take politicalaction or abstain. In principle, the model could be modified to
allowfor randommistakes.However,I conjecturethat
this extensionwould add anotherlayer of uncertainty
withoutqualitativelychangingthe results.For simplicity, I preferto refinethe equilibriumconceptby imposing a plausible restrictionon the individuals'out-ofequilibriumbeliefs.

(iv) Individuali uses Bayes' rule to update
informationthat /(s Ii,o-, m) is the posterior density of the state of the world
s conditional on her private information (i, o-) and the public information m. Moreover, her out-ofequilibrium inferences are formed
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POLITICAL-ACTIONSTAGE:

-x

x(a=1)

x(ca=O)

xi

individuals

mi individuals

Strategies:

{A

Fl,o

7

Oif a-O

U

VOTING STAGE:

-x
I

_l

n(m) individuals

n1(m)individuals

EVEVAOifa=o
v=1
if a =1I
2. POLITICAL
FIGURE
ACTIONANDVOTING1

Strategies:

FIGURE

2. POLITIcALACTION AND VOTING PATTERNS

accordingto the rule
(5)

III. PoliticalActionand Voting
Equilibrium

13(sli,cr,m)

- P(sIi,o,mi)
\13(sli, o-,m)

if m>m
if m<m

where mnand m are the maximumand
minimumnumbers of political actions
that can be observed in equilibrium
with strictlypositive probability.

This section characterizes a partially revealing political action and voting equilibrium (see Fig. 2).6 I first analyze the political-action stage, then the voting stage.

6This equilibriumcoexists with a zero politicalaction equilibrium.
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(8)

f

{Pr[N2(n+1)/21m]-Pr[N2(n+1)/21m-1]}

_

x{[Q

-

s -(

=

0)]2 -[A

f

__E

{Pr[N

X {[Q - s -(

-

s -(

= O)]2}

,s)(3(sloa=O)ds=c

xb(m-m-l;n-m-r

(9)
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2 (n + 1)/21m] - Pr[N 2 (n + 1)/21m - 1]}
= 1)]2

-[A

-

s -(

= 1)]2}

Xb(m-m-l;mn-m-l,s)(3(slo-=l)ds=c

At the political-actionstage, people form
beliefs about the state of the world based
on their privateinformation:
(6)

I3(slo)

2((1-s)

if aO=

Individualsof type a, = 0 tend to be more
favorablydisposed toward the status quo
than are individuals of type oa= 1:
(7)

E(slor = O)= 3 < E(slor =

1) = 32.

People make their political-actiondecisions rationallyanticipatingthe voters'decision rules that imply a mappingof the realized number of political actions into the
probability that the status quo is overturned. Each individualcompares the cost
of taking a political action to the expected
privatebenefits derived from a policy shift,
multipliedby the expected probabilitythat
her action will be decisive in triggeringa
policy shift. The equilibriumis characterized by two political-action cutoff points,
x(a = 0) and i(o = 1).7
An individualof type a = 0 whose ideal
point is exactly equal to x(oa= 0) is indifferent between taking political action in favor of the policy alternativeand abstaining.
The cutoff point x(oa= 0) is implicitlyde-

fined by the indifferencecondition in equation (8), above, where b(al;a2,a3) is the
binomialprobabilitythat a2 Bernoullitrials
result in a1 successes if the probabilityof a
success is given by a3. Individualsof type
a = 0 whose ideal points lie strictly above
the cutoff point x(oa= 0) have a strict preference for taking political action. If their
ideal points lie strictlybelow the cutoffpoint
x(a = 0), they strictlyprefer to abstain.
An individualof type oa= 1 whose ideal
point is exactly equal to x(oa= 1) is indifferent between takingpolitical action in favor of the policy alternativeand abstaining.
The cutoff point i(oa = 1) is implicitlydefined by the indifferencecondition given in
equation(9), above. Individualsof type a, =
1 whose ideal points lie strictly above the
cutoff point x(oa= 1) have a strict preference for takingpoliticalaction.If their ideal
points lie strictly below the cutoff point
x(a = 1), they strictlyprefer to abstain.
Thus, the individuals' political-action
strategiescan be summarizedby the following cutoff-pointrule:8
{1 if xiE-[x (a = 0),xT]or if
(10)

i(i,

E

G)=

[i(o=1),j(o=O))

and = 1
0

otherwise.

In equilibriumonly individualsin the separating set S = {iIxi e [x(oa = 1), x(oa = O))}

7The pure-strategycutoff-pointequilibriumcharacterized here does not necessarily exist. Lohmann
(1993b) derives the conditions for nonexistence and
characterizesthe mixed-strategyequilibriumthat may
arise in this situation.

8I assume that the (knife-edge)indifferentindividual takes political action. The results are not qualitativelyaffectedby this assumption.
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engage in informativepoliticalaction.These
individualstake action conditionalon being
of type o-=1. The actions of individuals
whose ideal points lie above the cutoffpoint
!(cr = 0) and the abstentionsof individuals
whose ideal points lie below the cutoffpoint

She forms the posteriordensity
(12)

I(sjieP,o=1,m)
- m,s)P8(slo = 1)
b(m - m;m-i

Jb(m - m;Fnms)3(sor

i(o- = 1) are uninformative.

The numberof individualsin the separating set S is givenby mi- m, where hi and m
are defined to be the natural numbers of
individuals whose ideal points lie in the
intervals[i(o- = 1), ] and [x(a = 0), xI, respectively.(These numbers are determined
by the fixed distributionof the individuals'
ideal points.) Upon observing m political
actions,voters perfectlyinfer that there are
m - m individuals of type ca= 1 whose ideal

JUNE1994

ds

=1)

b(m -m+1;m--m+1,s)
Jb(m-rm+1;m-m+1,s)ds

A voter in the separatingset S does not
have any residual private information.Her
posteriordensityon the state of the worldis
given by

points lie in the separating interval.9The
posterior probability that m - m out of mi
- m individuals are of type o- = 1 is given

by the binomial probability that Fn- m
Bernoullitrials result in m - m successes if
the probability of a success is given by
s, b(m -m;mn- m, s).

A voter in the pooling set P = {iIxi e
[ - x, J]\[L(o- = 1), (o- = O))} has some
residual private information. (The "\" is set

notationstandingfor "without.")If she is of
type oa=0, she knows for sure that one
individualin the pooling intervalis of type
a = 0. Her posteriordensity is given by

1(sliE S,o,m)
b(m-_m; Fim--_1,

s)/3(sla = )

Jb(m - M;m- r-_1, s),3(sla

=

0) ds
if o = 0

b(m - m -1; i - m - 1, s)(3(slr
fb(m

-

mr-1 fi mr-1,

s)3(slo

=

1)

1) ds
if Or 1
=

b(m-_m;m- m,s)
Jfb m m; mn m, s) ds

(11) ,8(sji EP,f = O,m)
b(m - m;m-- m,s)P8(slo = 0)

Jb(m - m; mi- m, s)/3(sl

(13)

=

O)ds

For a given realizationof m, a voter of
type (i,ao) whose ideal point is given by
x(i,ar,m) is indifferentbetween the status
quo and the policy alternative:

b(m-rm;mn-rm+1,s)
fb(m - m;m-_- + 1,s) ds

A voter in the pooling set P who is of
type uf = 1 knows for sure that one individual in the pooling intervalis of type o-= 1.

9The analysisis easily extendedto allowfor incomplete informationabout the distributionof the individual's ideal points.

(14) f[Q-s-I(i,o,
=f[A

-

m)]2p(sli,a,m)ds

S -X (i,

m)]2 (s Ii,,m)ds.

All individuals of type (i,o-) whose ideal
points are strictly greater than their typespecific cutoff point x(i, o-,m) have a strict
preference for the policy alternative over
the status quo; all those whose ideal points
lie below that point strictlyprefer the status
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quo. Equations(11)-(14) implythat
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of type (i, a) whose ideal point is given by
m) is indifferentbetween voting for
the status quo and the policy alternative.
This cutoff point implicitlysolves the indifference condition

x(i,

(15) 1(ieP,o=1,m)<1(ieS,or,m)
<1(i EP, c =O, m)
(16)

i(ieP,o=1,m)

(18) f[Q-S-?(i

(rm)]26(sIi,o,m)ds

=ix(ieP,-=O,m+1)
(17)

= _[

di(i,o,,m)/dm<O.

Let ,hQbe the criticalnumberof political
actions such that the natural number of
individuals whose ideal points lie in the
interval [- x, x(i E P, a = 1, m = rnQ)) is
given by (n + 1)/2 + 1. Similarly,mA is de-

fined to be the critical number of political
actions such that the natural number of
individuals whose ideal points lie in the
interval [x(i E P, oa= 0, m =

mA),

x] is given

by (n + 1)/2 + 1. Then if the realized number of political actions m is weakly smaller
than rnQ, a majorityof individualswill vote
for the status quo; if the realizednumberof
political actions m is weakly greater than
mA, a majorityof individualswill cast their
votes in favor of the policy alternative.10In
each case, no individualis decisive for the
voting outcome, and thus each individual
votes for the candidate she prefers given
her currentinformationset.
For m E (?IQQ,mA), each individual'svote
may be decisivefor the voting outcome, and
each individualhas incentives to condition
her vote on the informationrevealedby her
being decisive (David Austen-Smith, 1990;
Timothy J. Feddersen and Wolfgang
Pesendorfer,1993).That is, each individual's
voting decision is based on her Bayesian
update on the state of the world s that is
conditionedon exactly(n - 1)/2 other individuals voting for the policy alternative.
Conditionalon being decisive, an individual

10I assume that the (knife-edge)individualwho is
indifferentbetween voting for the status quo and the
policy alternativecasts her vote in favor of the latter.
The results are not qualitativelyaffected by this assumption.

A
(i, a,

M)]23(Sli, a,

m)d

where 8(sli, o-,m) are the individual'sposterior beliefs on the state of the world s
conditionalon being decisive for the voting
outcome,
(19)

8(sli,a,m)
b[(n -1)/2-

Jb[(n-1)/2-

n;fi- n--1,s]j8(sli,a,m)

n;ii- n-_1,s]P8(sli,a,m)ds

and n and n are the minimumand maximum numbersof votes that are cast for the
policy alternative in equilibrium, respectively,given the realizednumberof political
actions, m. All individuals whose ideal
points lie above their type-specificvoting
cutoff points x(i,a,m) vote for the policy
alternative; all others cast their votes in
favor of the status quo.
Thus, the individuals'voting behaviorcan
be summarizedby the followingcutoff-point
rule:

(20)

=

v(i, o,m)
1 if xiE [x*(icEP,o=O,m),X];orif
xi E [x*(i E S,or,m), x*(i E P,or = 0,m))
and ieS; orif
xi E [x*(i E P,or= 1,m), x*(i E P,or= 0,m)),
isPand or=1
O otherwise
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where
(21)

x*(i,a,m)
fx(i,u,m)
\kx(i, o, m)

if mE [O,hlQ]orme[FnA,n]
if m E (thQ, mA)-

It follows that the minimumand maximum
numbersof votes for the policy alternative
in equilibriumare given by n(m) and ni(m),
respectively, where n(m) is the natural
numberof individualswhose ideal points lie
in the set
{xilx, e [x*(i e P,
u {[(O-

= O,m),x]

= 1), i(O = O))

n [x*(i S,er,m),
x*(iEP,o

=,m))}}

and n(m) is the naturalnumberof individuals whose ideal points lie in the set
{XilXi E [x*(i
U {[xf(0

E P,o

=

J,m),X]

= 1), X (0 = O))

n [x* (ie S,a,m),
x* (iEP,o=O,m))}}.
(These numbersare determinedby the fixed
distributionof the individuals'ideal points.)
Given the individuals'cutoff-pointvoting
rules, the probabilitythat the statusquo will
be overturnedas a function of the realized
numberof political actions m can be summarizedby
(22)

Pr[N2(n+1)/21m]

O

if me[O,th]
b(N - n; n - n, s)

N=(n+1)/2

if me(= hQ,izA)

if me=[IrA,n]n

In summary,the individuals'incentivesto
take political action affect the voters' deci-
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sion rules that imply a mappingof the observed number of political actions into the
probability that the status quo is overturned.This functionalrelationship,in turn,
determines the individuals' incentives to
take political action.
For some strictly positive but not prohibitive costs, some individuals may have
incentivesto engage in informativepolitical
action despite the free-rider problem that
arises in the presence of a cost of taking
action. However, some information is
trapped due to the heterogeneity of the
population and the cost of taking action.
The privateinformationheld by individuals
with extreme preferences is not revealed
due to the distributionaleffects of information revelation. Extremist activists are
trappedinto takingcostlybut uninformative
action in their futile attempt to manipulate
voters' decisions.They knowthat voters discount the political-action turnout for extremist political action. Given the voters'
updating rules, they are "forced" to take
political action to prevent an unacceptable
reductionin the probabilitythat a majority
will vote in favor of the policy alternative.
Moreover,some individualsabstainbecause
they are close to indifferent between the
status quo and the policy alternativeand do
not find it worthwhileto incur the cost of
taking action. They free-ride on the efforts
of the activistswho take informativepolitical action. Other individualswith extreme
preferences for the status quo abstain because they do not want to increase the likelihood that the status quo is overturned.'1

'tLohmann(1993b)modifiesthe frameworkdeveloped here, allowing individualsto become active in
favorof the status quo or the policy alternative,or to
abstain.The followingpatternof participationemerges.
Extremistson both sides of the issue turnout independently of their private information.Some moderates
who favorthe statusquo become activein favorof the
status quo conditional on their private information.
Similarly,some moderateswho are againstthe status
quo take informativepolitical action in favor of the
policy alternative.Other moderateswho are close to
indifferentbetweenthe statusquo and the policyalternative abstainindependentlyof their privateinformation.
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Voters only observe a simple aggregate
statistic, the realized number of political
actions. They do not observe the identity
(preferences and information set) of any
particular individual who takes action or
abstains. As a consequence, they cannot
distinguishwhether an activist is taking informative or manipulativepolitical action.
Similarly,they do not know the motives of
any particular individual who abstains.
However,since some individualstake political action conditionalon their privateinformation,voters can extractsome information
from the aggregatenumber of political actions. In solving their Bayesian inference
problem, they take into account that some
individualstake uninformativepolitical action, while others abstainregardlessof their
privateinformation.In particular,the analysis implies that the voters' decision rules
endogeneouslyallow for a small numberof
politicalactions to be decisiveif the individuals' incentives to take political action are
knownto be weak.
IV. Pre-ElectionPoliticalActionand
MistakenVotingOutcomes

The full-informationvoting outcome is
defined as the outcome that would be
achieved if all the informationdispersed in
the population were revealed prior to the
vote. By informingvoting decisions,political
action has the potential to increase the
ex ante likelihood that the full-information
outcome is achieved. Taking as given that
the populationis engaged in an equilibrium
with strictlypositive expected turnoutat the
political-actionstage, the ex ante likelihood
of a mistaken voting outcome is smaller,
the larger is the size of the separatinginterval S.
Perhaps surprisingly, however, the
marginalcontributionof the political-action
mechanismmay consist in adding noise. In
some cases, the full-informationvoting outcome is ex ante more likely to be implemented by the voting mechanism in the
absence of pre-electionpolitical action. The
followingexampleillustratesthis possibility.
Consider the case in which the population is relativelyhomogeneous (x is small
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relative to the normalizedvariance of the
states of the world, one-twelfth), and the
policies Q and A are located approximately
symmetricallyaroundone-half such that
(23)
fsb[(n + 1)/2; n, s] ds
2 ( Q + A)/2
fb[(n + 1)/2;n,s]

ds

(24)
fsb[(n -1)/2;n,s]

ds
< ( Q + A)/2

fb[(n -1)/2;

n, s] ds

If individualswere fully informedabout the
number of individualsof type a, =0 and
a = 1, the policy alternativewould be unanimously chosen if the numberof individuals
of type oa= 1 is greater than or equal to
(n + 1)/2; otherwise all individualswould
vote for the status quo. If each individualis
privately informed about her type oa, the
voting mechanism implements the fullinformationoutcome with probability1 in
the absence of pre-election political action.
All individuals of type a = 0 vote in favor of

the status quo, while all individualsof type
a = 1 vote in favor of the policy alternative.
Thus, the status quo is overturnedif and
only if (n + 1)/2 individuals are of type
a = 1.
In this situation,pre-electionpolitical action would be counterproductive.Due to
the cost of taking action, some individuals
would abstain. By chance, the fraction of
individualsof type oa= 1 whose ideal points
lie in the separatinginterval S may not be
representativeof that fractionin the population at large. Thus, the ex ante probability
that the full-informationvotingoutcomewill
be achievedwould be less than 1. The zero
political-action equilibrium,which is also
associatedwith a zero aggregatedeadweight
cost of takingaction, dominatesin terms of
the ex ante expected aggregate loss. This
example suggests that the informational
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contribution of the political-action mechanism depends on the degree to which the
dispersed information is aggregated by the
voting mechanism.12
V. Conclusion
This paper has examined the situation in
which information pertinent to individual
voting decisions is dispersed in the population. Some individuals with moderate preferences engage in costly political action to
signal their private information to voters.
Other individuals, who have more extreme
preferences, take action independently of
their private information in a futile attempt
to manipulate the voters' decisions. Voters
take a cue from the size of the protest
movement against the status quo, rationally
discounting the observed turnout for extremist political action.
By informing voting decisions, political
action has the potential to decrease the
ex ante likelihood of a mistaken voting outcome. However, political action is counterproductive if the voting mechanism is more
likely to implement the full-information voting outcome in the absence of pre-election
communication. In this situation, political
action only adds noise.
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